FIVE STAR REVIEWS

Marina Gonzalez-Meza

Carli Kagan

3 reviews

3 reviews

Great vibes, everyone is very friendly & helpful. I was a ﬁrst
time client and they made me feel very welcomed.
Everything went so smooth, I dreaded going to see a
Cannabis Doctor because I felt it would be such a long
lingering process but they made it fast and smooth! Thank
you! See you in 7 months !!

My experience was beyond incredible! First of all, I called
to book an appointment and I was in the next day! When I
showed up, Maddy at the front desk was incredible! She is
like a machine, taking care of several patients at the same
time! She is so nice, and eﬃcient. The doctor I met
incredible too! He was knowledgeable and very easy to
talk to! I would 100% recommended coming here for all
your needs!

Tabatha Jones
1 review

ASHLEY D

I was recommended by them by a co-worker. I was a little
nervous about going but from the time I walked in,
Cannabis Doctor X, made the process super easy. The
doctor was very professional. Amir and Josh walked me
through every step of the process. Highly recommended
and great value.

Albert Wong

1 review
Josh and Jay are the best doing everything in there power
to make sure I had a smooth stress free. They are so kind
and they know there stuff. Best customer service. I’ve
been coming here from years now and they are
unmatched!

Kali Smith

3 reviews

6 reviews

Very professional staff. Their customer service is top
notch. They answered all questions that I had with a smile
on their face and offered me water and chocolates while I
waited for the doctor consult. The doctor was very
concerned with my diagnosis and carefully wrote up a plan
of action for my condition.

Tony M
1 review
Jay hooked me up. I contacted him and he answered right
away and booked an appointment for me. Everything went
super smoothly and I got my card within a week. Now I’m
gonna recommend all my friends to go to him!

Jasmine Maciel
4 reviews
The front desk staff was very friendly and helpful. They
were able to help me submit my state application while
waiting to see the doc! Dr. Margiotta is super attentive and
compassionate. He really listens to what you need and
assess your personal life to help you in the best way
possible. I would recommend this facility to anyone who
wants to get the ball rolling with their med card in an
effective, easy process. I will deﬁnitely be recommending
lots of people!

Quest Visuals
4 reviews
One of the best part about this company is working with
Jay who was extremely knowledgeable and made the
whole process look easy. He is a great asset to the
business. I would deﬁnitely recommend.

This is by far the best medical oﬃce. I was referred here
by a friend, then I referred my mother who had an amazing
experience and now my father. He has many health
complications and also had issues while at the oﬃce, but
Maddy genuinely took her time to help him out and do
everything she could to make his appointment go as
smoothly as possible. The doctors are so caring and
understanding. The staff in a whole is very helpful as well.
They always have a dispensary representative table inside
which is awesome for new patient information. I
absolutely love this facility and would recommend
everyone to come here!!

Matthew Weber
2 reviews
Best around, trust me a lot of doctors scam and lie to
make more money. Doctor X has your back and will take
care of you. I highly recommend! Jay over there is the
absolute best!!

Bob K
4 reviews
Great experience, from initial phone call through visit! Ray
did a great job on initial phone call and in my visit. Went
out of his way to explain clearly and provide details on the
whole process. Helped SO much in the FL state
registration process! Dr. Lezama listened and gave great
advice on how to integrate marijuana with other
medications. A*

ANGELICA CUSTODIO
3 reviews

Fabian H
2 reviews
The staff at cannabis doctor X is amazing thank you to
Jay, Alexa , Yulia , Amir , Ray, they were extremely helpful
and professional. Highly recommend if your looking to get
your MMJ card in Florida

This place was ﬁre awesome. They help you with
everything except picking a password. Lol. Super friendly,
very informative, and such a vibe. My husband was
approved by the state in 1 minute, and it took me 15. Do
not go anywhere else….these people are a vibe! Shout out
to Amir!

Tabby Jones
3 reviews

Heather Reyes
1 review
I just wanted to mention that Jay was very helpful and got
me the services I needed and everything I wanted and
answered all my questions. Jay was great, especially with
customer service. I believe Jay represent your company
very well.

Amazing experience. Dr. Sloan was very professional. The
process was quick and eﬃcient. Great value and loved the
free ash trays.

Tommy Travaglini
1 review

Carmeta Cass

Jay and Rey took excellent care of me. Very
knowledgeable. Quick and easy process. Very
Professional made me feel like family

1 review
Jay, Ray and Josh they were very helpful and very
informative. I enjoy this store. And the people who work
there. The products are great and I always get what I need.

Kyle Nelson
3 reviews

maxwell fry

Jay and John were super helpful. Owner Amir was
awesome over, 10/10 service and 10/10 product. I’m
already a repeat customer and I’ll be back

3 reviews
Alexa and jay were great everything went smoother than I
could have hoped. Dr lazar was very knowledgeable and
very professional. Great experience

Eduardo Alberto
6 reviews

Tyson Jones
1 review
I don’t typically tend to write reviews but the service
received from Jay was phenomenal, he was very
informative and friendly. Thank you again for making the
process move swiftly.

Always coming here as a fellow member of the industry
and I always get treated right. Jay and Ryan took care of
me greatly and provided a great customer experience,
thanks for everything guys.

Angela Osgood
3 reviews

Mikeria Cee
Local Guide · 25 reviews
Great customer service , friendly, staff, and expedited
appointments! Jay was super helpful and informative! Best
place to visit

Ray and Natalia were friendly and informative. Dr Lezama
is very thorough and informative as well. Overall great
experience and highly recommended.

Ralph Inelus
1 review

Parawear Brand
2 reviews
Thank you for running a professional business and for
employee great people like Jay his professionalism was
stellar and will always do business with you guys from this
point forward!! Keep up the good work

Great experience walking through the door really made
me comfortable with the whole thing Alexa was a big help
she made sure to answer any questions I had for her and
made everything was done right Great place!!!!!

Megan Burns
Madelyn Almodovar

5 reviews

3 reviews
another amazing experience Dr. George was not available
but the doctor that I did see was very knowledgeable and
helped me as well. Maddie is always a pleasure and I love
seeing her come by the store! My mom feels ﬁnally
comfortable with marijuana that’s helped her immensely! I
love the staff here and everything that they offer! they
always help us to the fullest and never make us feel stupid
for asking any kind of questions that we may haveo

Came here back in late August to apply for my card and
Cannabis Doctorx deﬁnitely made it an easy process for
me. I look forward to go and buy when I am back in the
area. Nice and honest people. Thank you for your help!

Marissa Calley
Local Guide · 30 reviews

manny menendez

First timer. They made me feel so comfortable & gave me
awesome service. I deﬁnitely will be coming back. Thank
you Jay for your AWESOME SERVICE!

1 review
Very nice staff especially with Josh very informative
helpful to my needs so far I’m very happy getting my body
pain under control !

Bianca Howard
5 reviews

George Joseph

This oﬃce is extremely professional and friendly! It’s clean
and they have plenty of shnacks and drinks for its patients.
They took good care of my mother and I. Deﬁnitely helps
to have an appointment. They’ll have you in and out.

4 reviews
One of the best experiences they really make you feel
comfortable. Don't go anywhere else to get your card
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